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ABSTRACT
In the past decade, Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) has
attracted a great interest in the research community, motivated by
the need for explanations in critical AI applications. Some recent
advances in XAI are based on Evolutionary Computation (EC) tech-
niques, such as Genetic Programming. We call this trend EC for
XAI. We argue that the full potential of EC methods has not been
fully exploited yet in XAI, and call the community for future efforts
in this field. Likewise, we find that there is a growing concern in
EC as to what regards explaining population-based methods, i.e.,
their search process and outcomes. While some attempts have been
done in this direction (although, in most cases, those are not ex-
plicitly put in the context of XAI), we believe that there are still
several research opportunities and open research questions that,
in principle, may promote a safer and broader adoption of EC in
real-world applications. We call this trend XAI within EC. In this
position paper, we briefly overview the main results in the two
above trends, and suggest that the EC community may play a major
role in the achievement of XAI.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→Machine learning; • Theory
of computation → Optimization with randomized search
heuristics; • Human-centered computing→ Human computer
interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The field of explainable AI (XAI) focuses on the development of
algorithmic methods for the systematic extraction of knowledge
and/or decision making processes out of machine learning mod-
els. Successful research in this area has historically focused on
methods that mimic human reasoning. Evolutionary Computation
(EC) draws from concepts found in nature to drive development in
evolution-based systems, such as genetic algorithms and evolution
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systems. Alongside other nature-inspired metaheuristics, such as
swarm intelligence (SI), the path to a solution is driven by stochastic
processes that accumulate knowledge of the problem as they solve
it. This creates barriers to explainability: algorithms may return
different solutions when re-run from the same input, and techni-
cal descriptions of these processes are often a barrier to end-user
understanding and acceptance.

Recent growth in the adoption of black-box algorithms, includ-
ing EC-based methods, into domains such as medical diagnosis,
manufacturing, transport and logistics has led to greater attention
being given to the generation of explanations and their accessi-
bility to end-users. This increased attention has helped create a
fertile environment for the application of XAI techniques in the EC
domain for both end-user and researcher-focused explanation gen-
eration. Furthermore, many approaches to XAI in machine learning
are based on search algorithms – e.g. Local Interpretable Model-
Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [40] – that have the potential to draw
on the expertise of the EC community; and many of the broader
questions (such as what kinds of explanation are most appealing or
useful to end users [2]) are faced by XAI researchers in general.

Important questions have then arisen from the application of
automated decision making techniques (such EC andmachine learn-
ing), including:
• Why has the algorithm obtained solutions in the way that it has?
• Is the system biased?
• Has the problem been formulated correctly?
• Is the solution trustworthy and fair?
The goal of XAI and related research is to develop methods to
interrogate AI processes, with the aim of answering these questions.
This can support decision makers while also building trust in AI
decision-support through more readily understandable explanation.
The position taken in this paper is that using XAI techniques to
explain the processes used within EC to tackle search problems
will improve the accessibility of such methods to a wider audience,
increasing their uptake and impact. As well as this, we posit that
EC can play an important role in improving the state-of-the-art
XAI techniques that are used within the wider AI community.

The remainder of this paper provides discussion around these
themes: first, we provide the motivation for strengthening the link
between XAI and EC. Then, in Section 3 we illustrate some concepts
related to how XAI can be relevant within EC. After, in Section 4
we discuss how EC can be used for XAI. Finally, we provide the
conclusions in Section 5.

2 MOTIVATION
Explainability is important for several reasons. Perhaps the most
crucial is trust. The research community is already largely con-
vinced of the value of EC approaches, and keen to increase the
uptake of EC tools and methods by non-EC experts. Central to this
is convincing users that they can trust the solutions that are gener-
ated, by knowing what makes that solution better than anything
(or at least something) else, which might be seen as synonymous
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with knowing why the solution was chosen. It is also important
to consider that such an explanation will likely be important in
the future to provide an audit trail for the decisions underpinning
an implemented solution, as legislation regulating the use of AI
increases.

Extending this theme is that of validity. EC methods (and opti-
misers in general) only optimise the function they have been given.
Explaining why a solution was chosen might help us know if it
solves the actual problem, or if it just exploits an error or loophole in
the problem’s definition. This can lead to surprising or even amus-
ing results [32], but can also simply yield frustratingly incorrect
solutions to a problem.

EC is stochastic and, as a result, some noise in the generated
solutions is likely if not unavoidable. Different runs can produce
similar solutions of equal quality but solutions can also have arte-
facts present that have no impact on their quality. Thus, another
motivation is whether we can explain which characteristics of the
solution are crucial to making it optimal: its malleability. Which
variables could be refined or amended for aesthetic or implementa-
tion purposes?

Finally, when we define a problem, it is often hard to fully codify
all the real-world goals of the system. Subtle rules (for example,
“I prefer not to work late on Fridays”; or “Joe likes to drive that
route because it ends near his house”) are typically used to judge
solutions after the optimisation is completed. We can generate lots
of diverse solutions in order to “optimise” these goals post-hoc
but we propose that, better still, an explanation could again reveal
which characteristics are important for optimality, allowing one
to refine the solutions and better fit the real-world problem. This
also relates to one of the motivating factors behind interactive EC
– we want something that is mathematically optimised, but also
something that corresponds to the problem owner’s hard-to-codify
intuition. By incorporating XAI into interactive EC we could make
it easier for the problem owner to interact with the optimiser.

2.1 Primer on XAI concepts
The next two sections will briefly introduce our view on the re-
lationship between EC and XAI as can already be detected in the
current literature or foreseen in the near future based on the inter-
section of the goals of XAI and the correspondingly most relevant
features of EC methods. What we mainly would like to point out is
that such a relationship is fluidly bi-directional, which means that
we recognise the opportunity both for XAI concepts to contribute
to a better understanding of EC methods and for EC to provide
valuable tools to solve the problems raised by XAI.

In view of this, we point the reader to an early review where the
concepts and terms relevant to XAI are discussed and defined [2].
Without discussing their subtleties any further, we just mention
terms like understandability, comprehensibility, interpretability, trans-
parency, along with, of course, explainability, to give even just an
intuitive flavour of the main context within which the interrela-
tionships between EC and XAI occur.

A further reason why we prefer not to delve too deeply and
precisely into the definition of such terms is provided by the same
review, which highlights that the term “explainability” may assume
very different meanings, depending on the target of the explanation.

In fact, the latter may be: an end user of an AI system, or an expert
in the application domain; someone who is affected by the AI-based
decision, or a regulatory entity whose duty is to protect her/him;
someone who has the power to make a decision induced by an AI
system that will affect many people, etc.; up to a data scientist or
software developer, such as an EC researcher, who is expected to
embed such concepts into computer applications or use them to
gain new insights on the technologies she/he studies and uses. The
latter is the viewpoint adopted in the next sections.

In introducing the concept of explainability for EC methods,
one should not forget that most methods studied by EC and SI
are based on some nature-inspired metaphors that are, themselves,
descriptions/explanations of the inner mechanisms that drive such
methods. Thus, onemay be tempted to use themetaphor to interpret
and forecast the method’s behaviour. This approach is not always
effective, especially when the nature-inspired algorithm reflects
the metaphor only partially or, even worse, as pointed out by [45],
the metaphor is just a way to disguise an existing algorithm as
something different.

3 XAI WITHIN EC
There are a number of ways in which explainability might be useful
within EC. Having generated a set of candidate solutions to a prob-
lem, a useful explanation of those solutions would identify their
important characteristics. For example, in the case of mixed-integer
problems, which combinations of variables strongly influence so-
lution quality, and which can be ignored? For a permutation prob-
lem, in which order should particular pairs of elements be placed?
How important is it that they are placed in that specific order?
Of particular importance to explaining the evolutionary process is
identifying when particular solution characteristics were chosen
by the algorithm, and which characteristics they “defeated” in the
search process. Highlighting characteristics that have survived in
the population for a long time indicates the presence of a strong
evolutionary trait.

As well as explaining the way in which a population of solutions
has been evolved, trust can be engendered by enabling problem
owners to interrogate the solutions they are provided with. By
undertaking “what-if”-style analysis by the user, they can gain
an understanding of the solutions the algorithm has generated by
exploring the alternatives. This might be done by keeping track
of the solutions that a candidate solution has replaced, as well as
by enabling the user to interact with a solution to examine how
manipulating variables change the solution for the better or worse.

Research in XAI and EC find some common ground when the
internal dynamics of EC algorithms are explored, even if the related
work is motivated by different goals in the two contexts.

The following are examples of research topics frequently dealt
with in EC that share some goals and insights with XAI, i.e., have
already searched similar explanations and may probably benefit
from more explicit and aware context sharing in the future.

Landscape analysis [36] is, arguably, one of the main points
of contact between XAI and EC. Landscape analysis, in fact, en-
compasses a set of tools that aim to understand and explaining
algorithm behaviour, based on features of the problem, as well as
predict algorithm performance and perform automatic algorithm
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configuration and selection. In this area, some works that explicitly
aim at explainable landscape-aware prediction [48, 49] have been
proposed recently.

Studies about hyper-heuristics [20] and parameter selec-
tion [44], instead, have highlighted that specific parameter settings
allow EC methods to exhibit a “generalistic” behaviour, i.e., to per-
form generally well even on very different types of functions. The
search for such settings has been shown to be effective, for instance,
in selecting solutions from the Pareto fronts of multi-objective op-
timisation problems [50]. Stemming from these considerations, it
might be worth exploring whether the search for simple configu-
rations motivated by an easier explainability of the corresponding
system may also lead to generalistic solutions, as machine learning
theory (and Occam’s razor) seem to suggest.

3.1 Existing work
While the current term “explainability” appears little in the EC
literature, a number of existing works might be said to fall into this
territory. Deb et al. [16, 17] proposed “innovization” to identify com-
mon principles among Pareto-optimal solutions for multi-objective
optimisation problems, and gain greater insight into the design
process. The idea is that such common principles represent proper-
ties that ensure Pareto-optimality and are, by extension, valuable
to the problem as a whole. In a similar way, the older concept of
backbones [46] represent components of a solution that are critical
to its optimality. In a satisfiability decision problem, the backbone
of a formula is the set of literals which are true in every mode.
Identification of such characteristics in a solution could form part
of an explanation of its quality.

Quality-diversity or illumination algorithms, such asMAP-Elites [22,
39], can be used as an alternative to generate a diverse set of high
quality solutions that can be explored to better accommodate user
preferences (including post-hoc considerations of quality like those
suggested above). An approach described by [53, 54] that explicitly
links this to trust used an interactive decision making tool to allow
users to choose the solutions.

3.2 Evaluating explanations within EC
A strong focus within XAI is how to evaluate explanations. EC has
a considerable amount to learn from existing work in this area, as
many of the principles used to evaluate explanations of machine
learning models will be transferable.

Given the overlap between visualisation work and XAI, there is
value in considering the approaches used to evaluate the quality
of a visualisation. There, a common approach is to undertake a
usability study. A range of methods for doing so exist, and typically
involve presenting a domain specialist with a visualisation and
asking them to use it to glean information and understanding about
the topic it represents. Quantitative information can be obtained
using questionnaires that ask the user about their experience using
the visualisation, and the visualisation itself can be instrumented
so that the user’s use of it can be analysed. Deeper insight can be
obtained by asking for qualitative feedback. There have been a lim-
ited number of usability studies relating to visualisation within EC
(e.g. [57]), however none have related to explainability. A usability
study might be constructed that evaluates the accessibility of a

proposed explanation, and gauges the extent to which it explains
the aspect of EC that it seeks to.

Another approach to analysing visualisation quality is to eval-
uate a proposed visualisation is to compare it to a taxonomy of
use cases: a useful visualisation will enable a user to complete a
number of the tasks the taxonomy describes. Machine learning
research has proposed a number of benchmarks for explainability
tools, and these could easily be adapted for use within EC. Ap-
proaches have considered evaluating the extent to which methods
generate explanations, are interpreted as explanations by the user,
and are of use [58]. Rosenfeld [41] proposes an evaluation based
on measuring the change in use between black-box models and
XAI, the explanations’ simplicity, the amount of input needed by
the user, and the stability of the explanation. Nothing about these
evaluation techniques makes them specific to machine learning,
and all of them can be usefully related to EC.

In the explainable machine learning community a few objective,
quantitative measures have been proposed to evaluate explanation
accuracy based on a ground truth, such as in [18]. For example,
the “comprehensiveness” and “sufficiency” metrics quantify the
correctness of explanations by removing items of training data one
at a time aligned to the features highlighted by the explanation, and
confirming the change in the model prediction. Similar approaches
could be taken to measure impact on quality of optimal solutions.
Another important aspect could be the stability in explanations,
so that the same explanation system produces the same result reli-
ably, or, alternatively, so that different explanation systems are in
agreement (although, in some cases, different perspectives/ways of
explaining something may be helpful, e.g. for different audiences).

4 EC FOR XAI
After exploring “what XAI can do for EC”, let us take an opposite
view and explore “what EC can do for XAI”. As known, EC consists
of a set of optimisation techniques that may be applied extensively,
and often very generically, to a large number of problems. It has
therefore reached the stage of a mature discipline that provides
ready-to-use solutions to problems which require, from the view-
point of its outcome, the optimisation of a certain target function
or, more generally and importantly, an effective, goal-driven global
exploration of a solution space. From this very pragmatic view-
point, evolutionary algorithms, and metaheuristics in general, can
be seen as powerful out-of-the-box tools that can be applied to a
huge variety of problems, which may of course include XAI.

As stated in Section 1 taking LIME as an example, some, the
earliest and possibly the most frequently described approaches to
XAI, try to model the complex, black-box models generated, for
instance, by deep learning networks, by decomposing the global
model into a set of simpler, explainable or easy to describe, local
models. In [24, 25], for instance, the exploration properties of ge-
netic algorithms are used to generate synthetic neighborhoods for
learning local interpretable predictors.

In this section, we would like to go beyond this straightforward,
“impersonal” use of EC, to try and highlight EC applications to
XAI that leverage EC methods’ intrinsic properties, i.e., highlight
approaches in which the evolutionary process is not just a replace-
able alternative to other possible approaches to solving a more
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abstract problem (optimisation, search, etc.) but define a new class
of methods for which artificial evolution is the main driving force.

As anticipated earlier, EC has been applied for many years now to
the generation of white-box (also called glass-box) machine learning
models, such as decision trees [11, 19, 29, 30, 35, 42] or sets of classi-
fication rules [1, 3, 4, 33, 37] and, more recently, for approximating
black-box models with a globally equivalent white-box model, i.e.,
a decision tree induced by Genetic Programming (GP) [21], Unlike
traditional ML approaches for the generation of models using such
knowledge representations, which mostly use greedy approaches
for model generation, EC methods leverage the global optimisation
capabilities of evolutionary search. The previous methods use a
batch learning strategy for model building. Alternatively, Learn-
ing Classifier Systems (LCS) [9, 10, 27, 52, 59] generate sets of
classification rules using an online learning approach using either
reinforcement learning (RL) [60] or supervised learning [8].

Similar attempts at combining RL and EC have tried to obtain
interpretable policies for RL tasks by combining decision trees
induced by GP or Grammatical Evolution with RL acting on the
leaves while the policy interacts with the environment [12–14, 26].

Some other works in this area have explicitly focused on address-
ing the interpretability question in white-box models. The balance
between accuracy and interpretability has been explored in the
context of genetic fuzzy systems [23]. In this regard, some recent
studies have proposed machine-learned quantifiable measures of
interpretability [55], while others [56] emphasised the importance
to focus on low-complexity models, especially in the context of GP.

Visualisation techniques in the shape of heatmaps have been
used to represent the sets of classification rules generated by LCS [51].
This technique was particularly effective when combined with hi-
erarchical clustering to reorder rows (instances) and columns (fea-
tures) of a dataset, as this enabled an effective global view of how
the problem domain was partitioned across the classification rules,
and what features were relevant for each partition. Alternatively,
3D visualisation approaches have also showed to be a very effective
tool to represent complete rule sets generated by LCSs [34], by
using different axis to represent attributes, levels of generality of
the rules in which these attributes were involved, and estimated
attribute importance.

More recently, EC has been adopted as a tool to generate counter-
factual explanations, i.e., generated samples in the input space that
are as close to a certain input sample but for which the model gives
a different outcome. This is for instance the case of the CERTIFAI
tool [43]. A multi-objective approach was instead proposed in [15],
where the objectives are the closeness to the input sample, and a
measure of changes needed for the counterfactual explanation.

Finally, domain-specific studies have also been performed. For
instance, the classification rules evolved by EC methods have been
analysed in the domain of protein structure prediction [5]. Further-
more, biological functional networks (i.e. graphs) can be inferred
by mining the structure of ensembles of rule sets evolved by EC
methods [31]. A topological analysis of such networks led to the
experimentally-verified discovery of the function of several genes
(in the biological sense of the word) for the Arabidopsis Thaliana
plant organism [7]. Knowledge representations for rules can be
constrained in a variety of ways, which shape the data patterns cap-
tured by the sets of classification rules using such representations.

This leads, potentially, to the extraction of different knowledge
from the same data depending on the chosen representation, as
was studied for molecular biology datasets [6]. In the field of neuro-
evolution, EC methods have instead been used to discover inter-
pretable plasticity rules [28, 38, 61] or to produce self-interpretable
agents [47].

The list of works mentioned above is not meant to be exhaustive
and, as the XAI field is rapidly growing, it is likely that more studies
based on EC aimed at achieving XAI will appear in the near future.
For instance, we believe that ever more studies will focus on hybrid
systems, combining e.g. EC-induced interpretable models and black-
box models for feature extraction and low-level data manipulation.
Such a combination has the potential to leverage the benefit of
both areas of machine learning, and fully exploit the exploration
capabilities that represent a unique feature of EC.

5 CONCLUSION
We have shown that there is a strong mutual connection between
XAI and EC. However, we believe that there are still several re-
search opportunities that have not be thoroughly explored yet,
which should mainly aim at: 1) devising tools, be them analytical,
visual, data-driven, model-based, etc., to explain EC methods, i.e.,
their internal functioning and their results; and 2) fully exploiting
the main features of EC methods (e.g., their exploration of “illu-
mination” capabilities) to either provide a posteriori explanations
(e.g., in the form of local explanations, or approximations of black-
box models) or generate white-box models that are explainable by
design. We consider these opportunities as the basis for a potential
bridge between EC and general AI (where machine/deep learning
is currently mainstream), and believe that the EC community may
play a fundamental role in the promising research area of XAI.
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